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Date Skill Plan

M 12/08/14

 

T

Day 
of 
Wk

 Unit 5: Organisms    
Obj. #= 3.4.2-3 
Essential? = # 
1,2,3,4 'I will' = # 
2,3,4                         
                      

Opening: Complete Invert notes ASAP                                                                                    
Review test                                                                                                                          
Discuss:  whirlwind through Animals:  Invertebrates with guided notes  focus on                             
            advancements.   -Discuss Environment in which each group of invertebrates is found          
        and how advances allowed for changes                                                                      View 

examples of Vertebrates photos or artifacts.    Make sure tying everything tog.     ClWk to Hmwk:  
As time allows, summarize notes- use diagrams, charts, etc. individual                                     
preference    -observe for understanding during class 

12/9/2014     
              

Unit 6: Ecology and 
Patterns of Behavior 
Obj. #=2.1.1-3      

Opening: Invert/Vert Quest                                                                                                   
Review:                                                                                                                         
Quiz/Test:  Invert/Vert Quest [Take home]                                                                          
Discuss:  If needed complete Vertebrates.                                                                             
              Ecological succession; Energy Flow in Ecosystems: Relationships and 
energy; Practice:  Activity:  Survival of the fittest - food webs/chains                                
              ClWk to Hmwk:   Discussion of human impact on biosphere and recovery                  
                                            during ecological succession                                                        
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H 12/11/14

'

12/10/2014   
               

Unit 6: Ecology and 
Patterns of Behavior 
Obj. #=2.1.1-4, 
3.4.2 Essential? =      
'I will' = # 

Opening:  Begin notes ASAP                                                                                                    
Review:                                                                                                                      
Quiz/Test:                                                                                                                             
Discuss:  The Biosphere & the Human Impact                                                          
                 - including Biomagnification & Introduced Species                                        
                            (Concentration on NC invasive species)                                                  
Practice:                                                                                                                             
ClWk to Hmwk:   Class discussion – our impact.   Begin by listing 2 items you impact.             
                          Summarize notes use diagrams   -observe for understanding during class    
                  

Unit 6: Ecology and 
Patterns of Behavior 
Obj. #=2.2.1-2      

Opening:  Read assignment for the day.                                                                                  
REVIEW:                                                                                                                              
Quiz:                                                                                                                                       
Discuss: continue- The Biosphere, Ecological succession & the Human impact-             
                   including: Biomagnification & Introduced Species                                      
                                              (Concentration on NC invasive species)                                     
     ClWk to Hmwk:     Frog Game:  Mission Possible [Game creation]                                       
                                        OR                                                                                                   
                                  Computer research NC Ecological Challenge.  [Depends on time and ball 
games.]                                     
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EXTRA

Unit 5:  Organisms Bio.2.1.2 Analyze the survival and reproductive success of organisms in terms of behavioral, structural, and reproductive adaptations.
Bio.1.2.3 Explain how specific cell adaptations help cells survive in particular environments (focus on unicellular organisms).

Essential ?s 1 Explain how the interactions of organisms allow our world to maintain homeostasis.

4 What are some patterns of behavior that relate to humans?

Learning Targets I will analyze the processes by which the following organisms accomplish basic life functions.
I will describe adaptations that allow organisms to survive and reproduce.
I will analyze patterns of animal behavior.

             1  I will distinguish between vascular and nonvascular plants.

12/12/2014  
                   
 Home Base

Unit 6: Ecology and 
Patterns of Behavior 
Obj. #=2.1.2      

Opening: Watch video clip H https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6LEcM0E0io                    
    R https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RU0zEGWp56Y                                                        
Discuss:  Behavior: Types of behaviors with examples videoclips.                                   
ClWk to Hmwk:   Pairs-read for understanding and summarize to class- Reproductive            
                              strategies.                                                                                                
                         If time, work on flash cards for behavior vocab.                                           
 classical cond - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhqumfpxuzI                                           
 operant cond - skinner  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_ctJqjlrHA                               
 operant cond – BigBang - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mt4N9GSBoMI                       
  

2 How and why different structures found in very different organisms (such as plant vs. animals) 
perform similar functions? 
3 What types of evolutionary adaptations, found in different divisions of life, have increased 
efficiency and survival or organisms?

1.2.3-  I can summarize the survival benefits of adaptive behaviors, including            
           chemotaxis and phototaxis.
            I will distinguish between chemotaxis and phototaxis.
          I will predict whether organisms will be likely to demonstrate chemotaxis or   
             phototaxis.

2.1.2-  I can explain how organisms adapt to their specifics environments in order to carry out life     
           functions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6LEcM0E0io
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RU0zEGWp56Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhqumfpxuzI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_ctJqjlrHA
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             5  I will compare the similarities and differences of sexual and asexual reproduction. 

Unit 6: Patterns and Behavior
Bio.2.1.2 Analyze the survival and reproductive success of organisms in terms of behavioral, structural, and

 reproductive adaptations.
Bio.1.2.3 Explain how specific cell adaptations help cells survive in particular environments (focus on 

unicellular organisms).
Unit 5:Evolutionary Mechanisms
Bio.3.4.2 Explain how natural selection influences the changes in species over time.
Bio.3.4.3 Explain how various disease agents (bacteria, viruses, chemicals) can influence natural selection.
Bio 3.5 Analyze how classification systems are developed based upon speciation.
Bio.3.5.1 Explain the historical development and changing nature of classification systems.
Bio.3.5.2 Analyze the classification of organisms according to their evolutionary relationships (including: 

dichotomous keys and phylogenetic trees).
Unit 6: Ecology
Bio.2.1 Analyze the interdependence of living organisms within their environments.
Bio.2.1.1 Analyze the flow of energy and cycling of matter (such as water, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen) 

and with their environments resulting in stability within ecosystems.

Bio.2.1.4 Explain why ecosystems can be relatively stable over hundreds or thousands of years, even though 

Bio.2.2 Understand the impact of human activities on the environment (one generation affects the next).
Bio.2.2.1 Infer how human activities (including population growth, pollution, global warming, burning of fossil 

fuels, habitat destruction and introduction of nonnative species) may impact the environment.
Bio.2.2.2 Explain how the use, protection and conservation of natural resources by humans impact the 

environment from one generation to the next.

             2  I will logically sequence the functions of an advanced (vertebrate) cardiovascular             
             system as related to transport of materials and removal of waste.
             3  I will compare and contrast how different organisms take in and release gases such         
                    as CO2, O2, and water vapor as well as cellular respiration.
             4  I will compare and contrast using a Venn diagram, autotrophs and heterotrophs and         
            how they breakdown and absorb foods.

through ecosystems relating the significance of each to maintaining the health and sustainability of 
an ecosystem.

Bio.2.1.3 Explain various ways organisms interact with each other (including predation, competition, parasitism, mutualism)

Populations may fluctuate (emphasizing availability of food, availability of shelter, number of 
predators and disease).
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Bio.2.1.2 Analyze the survival and reproductive success of organisms in terms of behavioral, structural, and reproductive adaptations.
Bio.1.2.3 Explain how specific cell adaptations help cells survive in particular environments (focus on unicellular organisms).
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